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Message to ICANN: Let those who want to create a TLD, simply register it with ICANN.

If the TLD is not already taken, if they have the technical capability to mange the TLD, and t

It should be similar to the registering of a domain name, except on a higher level, with the a
It would be ludicrous for a domain name ...
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Article Body:
Message to ICANN: Let those who want to create a TLD, simply register it with ICANN.

If the TLD is not already taken, if they have the technical capability to mange the TLD, and t

It should be similar to the registering of a domain name, except on a higher level, with the a

It would be ludicrous for a domain name registrar like GoDaddy or eNom to ask you for a busine

Okay, this month, GoDaddy will be allocating cheaperwebhosting.com, doggrommingmadeeasy.net, a
Some people will say that is not a good analogy, but it is a perfect analogy. Here is why: If

There is no longer any reason to believe ICANN is doing anything other than restricting free e

Do you present a businesss plan to the city you live in before they allow you a business licen

Does the city ask you to prove you are financially stable before issuing you a business licens

If you apply for a business license to open a clothing store, does the city ask how you will r

Does the city think you will hurt them economically if your clothing store goes out of busines

Is the city concerned that there may not enough demand for yet another clothing store? No, aga

ICANN not allowing me, or anyone else in the world, to create a TLD of our choice in any langu

There are no needs for auctions or rounds or anything else. If you want to run a TLD, then you

Artificially restricting namespace to make a few business intellectual property interests happ
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